Abstract: Cloud Computing is one of the upcoming service. It has providing many services to users along with these services we introduced a new service called Testing as a Service (TAAS) it adds value to the services in Cloud. Generally, web application developers facing difficulties to test their own applications in local host. Because it necessary to check whether their application properly running in different environment it consumes more time and cost for requirements. In this paper We proposed an automatic testing in cloud in which the developers can test their own application in different environment using virtual computing machine in cloud in which selenium web driver can be used to drive the application in specified browser in specified environment. It is necessary for the user to store their test cases to test their application hence for users privacy we are providing client side encryption. Using BEEFISH. We are using a FLASK to create a web application for testing service.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Cloud computing means the practise of using an network of remote server hosted on the internet to store, manage, and process the data rather than a local server or personal computer. It provides a three types of services.
1. Software as a service
2. Platform as a service
3. Infrastructure as a service

Along with these services it leads an opportunity in offering testing as a service (TAAS) for SAAS. In this paper, we providetesting as a service, which is a new service model in which a providers undertakes software testing activities of a given web application system in a cloud infrastructure for customers as a service based on their demands. Testing an application across an internet supports a demand-led software testing market to provide and acquire testing whenever it's needed, from anywhere around the globe [1-8].

This paper is written to achieve testing a web application in a different environment in Amazoncloud (different OS and browsers). This paper also focuses on the issues of testing web application on a local machine and cloud. It also covers the privacy of user’s data. In addition, it covers how to automatically drive the web application to a machine.

II. TESTING IN CLOUD

When we are testing our application in a cloud we take advantage of hardware and bandwidth and other resources.

Since we are doing our testing in online we can able to do testing anywhere [9-14].

A. Why cloud is needed for testing?

• Reduce cost by using virtualized resources and shared cloud infrastructure to eliminate required computer resources and licensed software costs.
• On-demand test services to conduct large-scale and effective real-time online validation for internet based software in clouds [15-18].

B. Issues In Testing Web Application On a Local Machine And Cloud

• Web application testing on a local host can be carried out as an engineering task with in-house whereas, in cloud we provide a real time online testing on-demand.
• In local host testing cannot be done online, using cloud testing can be done globally by both public cloud.
• Testing cost will be more since it requires an additional hardware and software (license) on a local host whereas we can use resources directly from cloud.
• Testing environment is pre-fixed and configured. In cloud it is an open public environment [19-22].

III. EXISTING METHOD

Previously, while testing our application it is necessary test whether its running in all the environment and server is producing a result properly since different users using a different operating system and browsers. Hence, testing was performed manually this consumed lot of time and difficulties to focus on testing for every individuals web applications. While using local host we need to have all the necessary resources like software and hardware and it was pre-fixed [23-26].

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this paper we proposed a new service that is we can test our web application in a different environment remotely in cloud. FLASK is used as a python micro framework for web application. The user can upload their test cases of theirapplication and select their environment to test their web app. for users privacy we are providing an encryption at client side using BEEFISH. The report for the testing will be send as an html; the user can receive report to their mail which they have specified. This is achieved using Amazon web services. Amazon EC2 is used as virtual server for computation.
A. Architecture

- Amazon cloud provides a many services to users in this storage is one of it we are using Amazon S3 to storing a data even it provides a server side encryption it is necessary to provide an encryption on client side for users privacy. For client side encryption we are using BEEFISH which is a python API for connecting with AWS. This can be done in two ways.
  - i. Without password
  - ii. With password

B. Client Side Encryption

- If we are not providing any password in client side, the server will return the original data without asking password. In second case, the server will return the original data only by providing a correct password which was given in client side [27].

C. Creating Different Environment

Amazon EC2 eliminates needs to invest in hardware and software. It can be used to launch as many or as few virtual server as per the requirement. One of the features of EC2 is Amazon Machine Image (AMI) which provides information required to launch an instance, which is a virtual server in the cloud. We need to specify AMI when we launch instance and we can launch many instance from AMI. Instance means virtual computing environment. Hence we can create different environment using AMI.

AMI has a template for the root volume for the instance including operating system and additional software. In our service we used windows and Linux as a different environment. The browsers for windows are Firefox, chrome and for Linux is headlessbrowser, other browsers also can be configured using instances [28-30].

Here we are running our web application on different OS and different browsers. The testing can be done based on test case criteria. For automating the web browsers for testing we are using selenium web driver which is used to driving the browser natively as a user would locally or on a remote machine.

D. Generation of Report

The report will be generated based on test cases. If all the criteria of test case are satisfied during testing the application passed the test else failed. The report will be generated in the form of HTML. The server will mail the report to user which is specified.

V. CONCLUSION

This service reduces the burden of user of testing their application in different environment it requires all necessary resources, time and user effort. As we see before it is easy to test their application in different environment by using this service. It also reduces cost and time. Even this service is more efficient and time consistent it can be improve further by testing the application simultaneously in different browsers and different OS.
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